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Web of Science data
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• “Researchers suffer from an overload of poorly structured
information that slows discovery and leads to poor
investments. Web of Science creates trust through its
selectivity, balance, independence, thorough curation, and
historical reputation as an authoritative data provider. This
enables faster research and better research management.”
•

Jonathan Adams

•

Visiting Professor of Higher Education and Research Policy

•

The Policy Institute, King’s College London
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Web of Science
The world’s premier
citation dataset

Web of Science data has been used globally
by thousands of academic researchers,
government, funding agencies, and
industry analysts to gain insight and derive
results in a myriad of scholarly, economic,
and sociological pursuits.
In 1964, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), the organization
that Dr. Eugene Garfield originally founded and the forerunner of
Clarivate Analytics, released the first Science Citation Index. This
resource recorded the bibliographical and citation contents of the
world’s most influential journals, allowing users to follow citation
links to find the specialized research most germane to their own
work.
The Science Citation Index was released nine years after he
published the concept of citation indexing for the sciences in 1955.
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Journal management criteria are publisher-independent
SELECTIVE

Selectivity aids search and analytics by focussing on work identified as particularly significant
Final selection on citation frequency focusses on the 50% of journals that attract 97% of all citations
Research culture influences behaviour so metrics are adjusted by discipline and geography

BALANCED

We select ‘the best’ globally, then by main discipline, then by sub-discipline and region
A unique balance avoids over-dominance by any sub-set: more is not better if it is more in some areas
and less in others
Web of Science data provide a complete map of the current research territory

COMPLETE

This includes every journal that passes our tests and none that fail to meet our thresholds
In those journals, every document of all types is indexed
Every reference in those documents is extracted and traced to verify links to earlier documents
Metrics are category-specific, derived from citation analysis to enable rapid and early discovery and to
support informed management decisions

ENHANCED

Researchers can choose category options from national schemes, journal groups and topical clusters

Publication records are enriched with search terms, disambiguated geographical tags, funding sources,
and links to related data such as patents

Web of Science Core Collection overview
Web of Science Core Collection covers research as it progresses from
conference presentations, to peer-review journal articles, through to
books and book chapters. Coverage is multidisciplinary—covering over
250 disciplines in sciences, social sciences, arts, and humanities.

>70 million items
>1.8 billion Cited References
>1 Terabyte

Comprehensive coverage: >20,900 journals, >101,000 books, >203,000 conferences
SCIENCE
CITATION
INDEX
EXPANDED
1900-present
>52 million

SOCIAL
SCIENCES
CITATION
INDEX
1900-present
>9 million

ARTS &
HUMANITIES
CITATION
INDEX
1975-present
>4.9 million

BOOK CITATION
INDEX
2005-present
>1.1 million

EMERGING
SOURCES
CITATION
INDEX
2005-present
>2.8 million

CONFERENCE
PROCEEDINGS
CITATION
INDEX
1990-present
>9.6 million

Massive citation network: Explore over 1 billion Cited References back to 1900 to form
an extensive network of scientific connections.

Historical analysis: Data start in 1900, enabling long-term trend analysis.
Complete author data: Conduct extensive analysis of researchers and their
collaborations with indexing of all author names, along with Web of Science
ResearcherID and ORCID identifiers, and algorithmic author disambiguation.

Complete address information: Complete indexing of all author addresses
enables analysis of institutions, cities, states, countries, and regions. Over 13,000
institutions around the world are standardized via Organization-Enhanced.

Funding acknowledgements: Connect research to its funding sources from around
the world and across sectors.

XML format: Data delivered in XML format to enable large-scale analysis, integration
with other datasets, and use in statistical and visualization programs.

Broader Web of Science Group
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Clarivate Analytics
Clarivate Analytics is a global leader in providing trusted insights and analytics to accelerate the pace of innovation
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A research and Education dataset
Web of Science Data used in Research Output
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Web of Science Data in Research Papers
# Web of Science indexed articles analyzing Web of Science data
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Factors contributing to this growth:
 Advances in technology enabling large-scale network analytics
 Growing interest in studying the landscape of science and innovation
 Big data projects that mash up bibliometric data with other data types
4 Web of Science Statistics as of July 30, 2019

Web of Science Data in diverse disciplines
(top 10 shown)
# Web of Science indexed articles analyzing Web of Science data
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4 Web of Science Statistics as of July 30, 2019

Title: Methods to account for citation inflation in
research evaluation
• Authors: Fortunato, Santo, et. al
• Research Policy April 2019: Vol. 48, Issue , PP. 1855-1865
• DOI:10.1016/j.respol.2019.04.009
Title: Betweenness and diversity in journal citation networks as
measures of interdisciplinarity-A tribute to Eugene Garfield
• Authors: Wagner, Caroline S., et. al
• Scientometrics Oct 2017: Volume: 114, Issue: 2, Pages: 567-592
• DOI: 10.1007/s11192-017-2528-2
Title: Understanding Nobel Prize-winning articles: a
bibliometric analysis
• Authors: Liang, Guoqiang, Bu, Yi ; Kong, Xiangjie
• Current Science Feb 2019: Volume: 116, Issue: 3, Pages: 379-385
• DOI: 10.18520/cs/v116/i3/379-385
Title: The many faces of mobility: Using bibliometric
data to measure the movement of scientists
• Authors: Sugimoto, Cassidy, et. al
• Journal of Informetrics Feb 2019: Volume: 13, Issue: 1, Pages: 50-63
• DOI: 10.1016/j.joi.2018.11.002

Research Papers based
on Web of Science Data
Web of Science XML
Customers

“The Web of Science contains a remarkable treasure of data on
scientific content, impact, and collaborations from 1900 to the
present day on a global scale. Its comprehensive coverage has been
an indispensable resource for the study of science, technology, and
knowledge – enabling breakthroughs that would have been
impossible without it, including not just new insights about the
physical and social world but first facts about how the very practice
of great science can be advanced.”
Brian Uzzi
Northwestern University
Richard L. Thomas Professor of Leadership and Organizational Change
Faculty Director, Kellogg Architectures of Collaboration Initiative

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3
Goal: to capture the interplay of scientific collaboration
and transport connectivity on a global scale
Abstract: This work in progress compares the strength of
existing co-affiliations and collaborations with the number
and capacity of air flights at the city level. We use a novel
algorithmic approach that transforms distances to capture
the interplay of collaboration and air traffic.
Accompanying visualizations communicate research
strengths and major bridges to international partners in
support of data-driven decision making. More than 50,000
publications by IU faculty published between 2008 and
2016 are used to exemplify the method and to showcase
the global reach of IU's research (collaborations).

Reproduced with permission by Xiaoran Yan, Indiana University

Support a wide range of research projects

Sample of implemented research institutions

• WoS XML now
implemented in AWS
enclave.
• Activity focused on
extending reach to
Metaknowledge network.
• Major NSF Grant secured

• Specific Licenses for R&D
• License agreement
completed for ongoing use
of WoS.

• Activity focused on
establishing research agenda
around entity
disambiguation

• Data center access
established & research
started; Data Science Center
started highlighting research
from WOS dataset in early
2017

University of Chicago

University of
Washington

Northwestern

University of Mass
Amherst

• Hosted Web of Science as
Research Dataset.
• Variety of ongoing
collaborations

• Exploring usefulness of tools
and techniques developed
for use with WoS.

• Research with WoS XML at
Centre for Transformative
Innovation

Indiana University

Penn State University

Swinburne University
of Technology

A research management dataset
Web of Science Data used for strategy and outreach
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Research Analytics
Advanced indicators

• InCites publications and citations
indicators
– Collaborations
– Normalised indicators (Category
normalised citation Impact –
CNCI, percentiles)
– Open Access
– Journal Impact Factor
• Data used in rankings like Leiden
Ranking (Including fractional
counting of authorship)
Insert footer
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Example 1

Using XML to support collections and acquisitions decisions
Accessing XML:
• Through Big Ten Academic Alliance
• Processed XML into PostgreSQL database using
open source parser code from Indiana University.
• Provide access to both raw XML and mediated
access to PostgreSQL database for researchers.
Bibliometric analysis:
•
Mathematics and Science are often studied together, but
how different are they from a bibliometric standpoint?
•
Analyzed citing and cited behavior in Mathematics,
Physics, and Computer Science WoS Categories.
•
Able to determine publication growth over time, median
reference age for publication, median citation age per
publication, and more
Conclusions for collection development:
•
Mathematics research stays relevant.
•
Can anything be weeded?
•
Stay on top of old material for acquisitions.

Figure: Median Reference Age for Publication

Samuel Hansen
Mathematics & Statistics Librarian

Example 2
VIVO

• VIVO is an open source web application and
information model for representing scholarship and
supporting research discovery.
• “VIVO creates a connected, integrated record of the
scholarly work of your institution, ready for reporting,
visualization, and analysis.”
•

•
•
•

Rich data model focusing on
relationships and establishing
links
Shared across organizations
Captures all phases of research
Open network of information

VIVO Example: Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center
Converis with VIVO and implementation services

Example 3
2018 Research Fronts report
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Clarivate Analytics

100 hot Research Fronts and
38 emerging Research Fronts
were identified based on cocitation analysis that
generated 10,143 Research
Fronts in the Clarivate
Analytics database Essential
Science Indicators (ESI).

Width: 8.65 cm
Height: 13.8 cm

Screen caption

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/blog/2018-research-fronts-report-updating-sciences-hottest-fields/
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Summary
Take home message

• Web of Science core collection is
unique by its ongoing selectivity
• Can be used anytime Research
Output need to be analysed
• Can be used anytime Research
Activity needs to be monitored
• Linking to other Clarivate resources
or external information
Insert footer
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Important links
Web of Science data and services

• Web of Science Data
Integration:
https://clarivate.com/
webofsciencegroup/s
olutions/xml-andapis/

• The Institute for
Scientific Information:
https://clarivate.com/
webofsciencegroup/s
olutions/isi-institutefor-scientificinformation/

• Clarivate is an official
registered service
provider of VIVO:
https://clarivate.com/
webofsciencegroup/s
olutions/vivo/

• InCites:
https://incites.clarivat
e.com/

• Web of Science
Editorial selection
process:
https://clarivate.com/
webofsciencegroup/s
olutions/editorial/

• VIVO demo site:
https://clarivatevivo.c
om/

Insert footer
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Thank you
Contact your Local Account Manager
Benjamin Clark
Benjamin.clark@clarivate.com
+61401504223
Brian Syron
Brian.syron@clarivate.com
+61411653291

© 2019 Clarivate Analytics. All rights reserved. Republication or redistribution of Clarivate Analytics content, including by framing or similar means, is prohibited without the prior written consent of Clarivate Analytics. Web of Science
Group and its logo, as well as all other trademarks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners and used under license.

